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Abstract :  The food crisis in Central America and the Caribbean, the modern 
industry, and the role of the USA and its transnational corporations are elaborated in this
study of Haiti and the Dominican Republic. The development of the sugar industry and its
social structure is described from 1865 until present and on-the-spot investigations

illustrate the slave-like conditions under which the Haitian migrant labourers work on the
Republic's sugar plantations. Although Western demand for sugar cane is declining, 
Bank and IMF still encourage the movement of land and labour out of food production into
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export crop production, which is often seasonal, relying on wildly fluctuating commodity
prices, and founded on underpaid labour. It is argued that there is an ineluctable link

between historically inherited patterns of dependence, current misconceived
development strategies on the part of Western aid agencies, the food crisis, and the
human rights crisis. KEYWORDS: RURAL | Industry | sugar industry | migrant workers |
transnational corporations | food security | slavery | historical analysis | Dominican
Republic | Haiti.
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